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ABSTRACT 

This report discusses recent changes in the Army's method of 
inertial guidance accelerometer applications in order to correlate 
performance with system cost and accuracy requirements» A recent 
study of revised test requirements, methods, and techniques in actual 
test performances are explained, and the results evaluated and depicted 
using graphs. The major areas covered are: test instruments, calcu¬ 
lation techniques, centrifuge errors, digital test methods, and linearity 
requirement background. 

The Army has devised a practical, rapid, and low cost system of 
evaluating analog accelerometer linearity performance. 
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SïfMKJlS 

Speed oí centrifuga at reference g level 

Speed of centrifuge at high g level 

Time required for one revolution of the centrifuge arm at 
reference g level 

Time required for one revolution of the centrifuge arm at 
high g level 

Nominal radius from center of rotation of centrifuge to 
accelerometer 

Centrifuge arm change from reference g level to high g level 

Accelerometer bias and vertical misalignment gravity 
component (measured at aero centripetal acceleration) 

Actual output of accelerometer at reference g level 

Output obtained by projecting a line determined by the zero 
g and reference g points to a higher g level at which the 
linearity is to be determined 

Actual output of accelerometer at high g level 

The product of the nominal accelerometer scare factor (volts 
per g) and the cosine of the angle of misalignment of the 
accelerometer sensing axis with the centrifuge radius 
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It i» interesting to note that inertial 141¾¾ JwWIei** 
applications In thé Army have drastically changed wlthift tl,' 
With missiles like the REDSTONE, JUPITER. SERGEANT, 
PERSHING, accelerometer application» have been on etabiliaed plat 
forms with low acceleration profile« and with sufficient finding to per¬ 
mit the use of high quality gyroscopic-type acceleromete .-¾. Accelero 
meter® on the new Army missiles, such as LANCE ahd other« yet to 
come, however, do not ride on stabilised platforms; they may be 
body-mounted without shock pads; they may be spinning or even awing:- 
ing on a pendulum; the instrument compartment is not temperature- 
controlled; and the g level is high. 

2. Liflsarlty Rinpiilrttmim« llkiclífwtiiiMl 

A study of the changing Army applications was made to help 
correlate accelerometer performance with system cost and accuracy 
requirements. It was felt that generally an optimum system cost 
would result if accelerometer error contributions were approximately 
equal to gyroscope error contributions. The outstanding error sources 
of accelerometer nonlinearity and gyro drift rate were the parameters 
selected fov this trade-off study. Usually other accelerometer and 
gyroscope error® make lesser system error contri butions^ and expe¬ 
rience has taught us that the two parameters of nonlinearity and drift 
rate are almost proportional to the quality and cost of the instruments. 

The results of this study can be seen in Figure 1. As an example, 
it can be seen in Figure 1 that a ballistic missile application using 
a 0. 01 percent nonlinear accelerometer requires a gyro drift rate 
from about 0. 1 to 20 degrees per hour, which is well within the 
state-cf-the-art today, li is only for navigation applications that gyro 
requirement® press the state-of-the-art when used with 0*01 percent 
nonlinear accelerometers. 

Even if accelerometers better than 0. 01 percent nonlinear were 
available for higher than 20 g applications, the added costs of both 
gyro and accelerometer would restrict usage* 

The 0. 01 percent nonlinear accelerometer selected for the above 
example is about the limit of the atate-of-the-art today. 
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Another study wae made to determine the appro, 
error caused by an accelerometer nonlinearity on a 
application; The derivation part of this itttd|r Í8, |ivéni p- 
This study «one lude is that a given percent nonlinearity in accélérai., 
meaanre resulte in a mil error .apprwtímatèly ««final to .aid tlnwi ill« ■ 
given percent nonlinearity. A® an example, 10 time® the ft,, Oil percent 
nonlinearity of the state-of-the-art acceleromOtèt resulta :|n if | 
error for any ballistic missile application,, fhl» 0, Z ir»)H le a 
reasonable error contribution to most rniesile ibror budgets,. 

In summary, because of the above reasons, matching gyro per¬ 
formance, cost, availability, and error budget contributions, the 0. 01 
percent nonlinear accelerometer has turned out to be the basic standard 
required for new Army applications. 

Of course, it is possible to use an accelerometer which is highly 
nonlinear, but repeatable to 0. 01 percent from uni; to unit, and make 
a computer or tiring table correction to 0- 01 percent. .For reasons 
not pertinent to this report, no such computer or firing table correction 
has been pursued by the Army. 

3. ColculatiM Ttchniqu«« 

After determination of the standard 0, 01 percent nonlinearity 
Army requirement, the next step was to select or develop appropriate 
techniques to be used in reducing linearity test data. Curve fitting 
was the first method to be investigated, and since an accelerometer 
output can be expressed as a series function of the Input,, curve fitting 
ot input-output data is an accepted method of evaluating the serie® 
constants and computing deviations from linearity at different input 
levels. The advantages of the above method are the ease of computing 
linearity deviations at different acceleration levels once the series 
constants are known, and by knowing which constant® in the series 
predominate, it is easier to identify design points of strength and 
weakness. The disadvantages of the serie® reduction method are the 
high cost of such a program, and mince inherently equal weight is 
given to all data points, it tends to distort all data points a like amount 
instead of accentuating the low-g points as is the case in any application 
where a scale factor is determined strictly from a 1-g input,, 

^ All Army accelerometer linearity verifications have been based 
on deviation measurements from the 1-g scale factor line, because 
ail. Army accelerometer application® depend on scale factors determined 
Irom output measurements for 1.-g inputs or less and not on scale 



fe,etc»r» detomâUiiMi fruw*» c«TviE«i®ar lit» of input-output data 
mathematical mede,!.« of abbreviated aertea ït î» ' 
that deviation measurenmento from the 1-g line do not yield r,**„ 
Informations the «eriea conetanta are not evaluate,d,, but It doe» 
actual performance and it can be done relatively inexpensively. B I» 
for the above reasons that the Army ha» developed and used a three 
point linearity data reduction method for rapid verification of accelero¬ 
meter performance. For development and design verification testing, 
of course, the Army 'utilizes the curve-fitting series method. 

T»at Instruments im4 Instructions 

The establishment of Army accuracy requirements and test 
techniques still left the question of which test instruments should be 
used. To answer this question many different methods of generating 
input-output data for the three point and series data reduction techniques 
were investigated with the following conclusion» and results: 

1) The dividing head is an accurate’instrument, but the 
effect of second and third order series constants are 
reduced by ratios of 100 and 1000, respectively, at lg 
from the effects produced by the same constant® at a 
10-S level. It is beyond the ability of presently available 
instrumentation to measure deviations on 0. 01 percent 
instruments which are reduced by factor» of 100 or more. 

2) Vertical accelerators or pogo sticke produce step inputt 
which are impossible to measure accurately, and step 
inputs contain frequencies beyond the response of most 
accelerometers. It is true that a perfect accelerometer 
on a perfect vertical accelerator could be integrated at 
1-g for the time of operation, but this is not useful 
information. 

3j Some very close correlations have been obtained between 
centrifuge and vibrator tests for Kz values, but this 
requires an extremely accurate eccentric type vibrator 
with high g capacity at low frequencies and yields no 
information on the odd order terms. 

4) Counter rotating heads on rate tables are similar to 
vibrator tests. They have accuracy and high g at low 
frequency, but the unwanted oscillating cross axis inputs 
eliminate most instruments from this type of testing. 



Excellerait reremite asre obtainable from (éeitl 
accelerometer re, but it i» extremely expe^reivei ^nitf ï'ié 
a stabilised platform mounting. Análpg m|tjriv|iJ|l{| 

inrinil* l'ilia t»#» 1 stut»4xíi,rf*8 <m'1 .mwi -«.a...« ii»..«....   ... ....^ .. ■ .. 
*• ...(¡b w.4»mWi Hr«. 

cannot be evaluated on »led teat® because of fœiklftMliëtrÿ 
accuracy limitations. 

6} Actual flight teats have the same objections ai slèd Wrelffl 
except that they have the added objection of not knowing 
displacement as accurately as on sled test® ¡and the tagt 
is not usually repeatable. 

7) Centrifuge test» were found to be possible of generating 
sufficiently accurate inputs. 

The previous discussion» pertained to all types of accelerometers;; 
however, there isa method called current torque insertion which can 
be used on force-balance accelerometers where current is inserted in 
the balance coil which simulates a g level input requiring an equivalent 
amplifier output to balance out the inserted current. Under these 
conditions, no current is flowing in the balance force coil and little 
information is available since the prime source of nonlinearity in a. 
force balance instrument is the torquer or balance coil,. 

¿jased on the above, centrifuge testing was selected, a» the best 
method for generating input-output data, primarily because it is the 
only available method which has uncertainties less than the accuracy 
being checked, A centrifuge can be used equally well for any type of 
data reduction. When design information is needed,, the Army utilizes 
the standard method of curvilinear ^regression of centrifuge input-output 
data to fit a mathematical model of the test accelerometer. ■ When 
evaluation of accelerometer performance is required, the Army use» 
a three-point method.. Since the three-point method is the "something 
new" in the Army picture, its derivation for centrifuge data reduction 
will be explained in some detail at this point, together with the centri¬ 
fuge and measurement uncertainties encountered. 

Stated in its simplest form, the three-point method is the percent 
of output deviation from a. straight line constructed through the outputs 
for a zero and a low g input a» can be seen in Figure 2. The zero 
point (E^) is the accelerometer output when the centrifuge is not running 
and the accelerometer sensitive axis is alined horizontally along the 
centrifuge radius. The low g point {Ej ) ire the accelerometer output 
on the centrifuge which corresponds to the calibration point. The low 
g point is usually lg or lees, but under special condition»', covered 
later, it may be a point higher than lg. The high g point (E2) is any 
point higher in acceleration than the low g point at. which linearity is 
to be checked. 

MTH? 
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Fir«*!» Figur© |||! tbe^irettca,!: outpuf: 
will» a Used bias (E0) will have ouitputs 
the rotation rat© and th® radius ill 
at any point. From ft® mattematicai equatiorta1 id'FigO;ré It e 
seen that accelerometor scale factor» adholoromè^Mr Véhiical áttí 
centrifuge misalinements, and centrifuge radius cancel out of the 
equation E?. when it is expressed in terms of Ej. It is true that the 
term AR/R does not disappear, but ÄR can be measured, very accurately 
and small errors in the nominal radius will net.have an appreciable 
effect on this term. AR/R is never more than 0. 01 percent on any 
precision centrifuge and even a 10 percent error in the radius length 
would make only a total error contribution in the final percent nottlilnili* 
arity of 0. 001 percent. It is also true that a change in the accelerometer 
alinement in the process of the test would distort the results. Some 
precision centrifuges do have a method of continuous alinement readout, 
but most centrifuges have a "droop" measurement which shows vertical 
movement. The vertical "droop" measurement could be caused by 
either arm bending or change in the vertical height of the arm of both.. 
When a uniform centrifuge arm is used, it can be shown that a uniform 
arm bending causing all the droop measurement would be of no conse¬ 
quence on most centrifuges. 

In the Figure 2 derivation, the period of revolution was used 
instead of the rotation rate in the final equation. This is important 
because rotation rate readout depends on centrifuge encoder pulses 
for a unit of time and the resolution of the pulse count is a sizable error. 

5. D¡a¡íi«l Twt Molhada 

The preceding has pertained to analog testing; for digital 
testing, the period of some number of accelerometer or centrifuge 
pulses would be used as a time base to count a sufficient number of 
pulses to minimize the resolution error. The proper technique would 
be tc select the slowest rate of pulsing either accelerometer or centri¬ 
fuge and use it to gate a timer and a counter to accumulate the fast 
pulses. 

¢. CamMiug* Errors 

The most difficult centrifuge parameters to control is the 
"wow", or apeen deviation of the machine. It can be seen in Appendix B 
that a 0. 45 percent cyclic speed deviation, results in an acceleration 

II 
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«rríw of omlï 0. Ml pwrcfint.. |||||$Í!l|||i^|aÍ 
conaiderably leas than 0. 45 percent. For digital or analog ii 
type accelerometer® the centrifuge wow is not a problem on 
machines. For analog nonintegrating accelerometer® the cenW 
wow is an almost impossible problem. The difficulty is 
the accelerometer output. In attempting to read a DC vo^g« ¿eve* 
within 0. 001 percent about 0. 002 percent'la the maximffiVlattOh that 
can be tolerated and yet retain a 0. 001 percent confidence in 'J 
reading, A 0. 0Q2 percent acceleration corresponds approximately 
with a 0. 001 percent speed deviation which is four hundikred and fifty 
times less than the 0. 45 percent wow that generated the 0:. 001. pe;rc|iit¡ 
error in the input to the integrating type instrument. 

here are only lour ways to solve the analog wow problem: a 
0. 001 percent integrator, a combination 0. 001 percent bucking voltage 
reference and integrator, a 0. 001 percent recorder, or a 0. 001 percent 
wow centrifuge. At the present time, the 0. 001 percent wow centrifuge 
seems to be the best approach. 

liie fact that about 0. 002 percent wow is the best available today 
may be partially due to small user demand and insufficient interest of 
competent control groups. 

7. Dfocsasion 

Many iatctors affect an accelerometer1 a performance and every 
effoit must be made in the process of conducting a linearity test to 
obtain linearity alone without combining unwanted conditions. Test 
specimens should be held at a constant temperature and loading time 
minimized. In applications requiring short flight times, it is desirable 
to stabilize the centrifuge and energize the accelerometer only long 
enough for a reading. If an accelerometer has a null uncertainty, it 
should be considered as an uncertainty in tine bias voltage used in the 
nonlinearity computations. The actual movement of tbe sesmic mass of 
the accelerometer must make an insignificant error contribution for 
the selected centrifuge radius. If test results vary for different radius 
lengths then allowance must be made for spin sensitivity or g gradients 
in the plane of the sensitive axis. Extreme care should be used with 
split isesmic mass sensors when each sesmic mass half does not see 
the same force. Ii a unit is so noisy that test results are not repeatable 
within expected limits, it may be necessary to increase the low g point 
to minimize the noise contribution when using the three point method. 
Increase of the low g point over the application calibrating point can 
never be done without some sacrifice of possible error in the application 

8 
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but It ns Bom«|jrt«i ipl^ilfik to .all#* a. ;**b!ali 

reduced. In, addition, to ihe above fá¡c|pii'^; ithere are: 
ai£«t gyroiscoplc accolbirometerß only M0 a# 
misalinement effecta on the zero g reading, servo loop 
outer case rotation of the spin motor housing, and spin 
the output gimbal due to its own precession. 

8. CondmtoiM 

In conclusion, it can be stated that the Army has devised 
seems to be a practical method of evaluating analog accelerometer 
linearity performance rapidly and at low cost. Use of the simple 
three-point method now makes possible fast and widespread evaluatibn 
of new type® of analog instruments on the market as well as cheap and 
fast acceptance testing on the various Army projects. If Arnay accuracy 
requirements tighten in the future, it is anticipated that it will be on 
digital or integrating accelerometer type applications which are well 
within the Army's ability to handle today. 



!• Asaumpti«H> 

The allowing items were Aéébcm^kl: 

1) The given percent acceleration non-linearity measurement 
yields the same percent velocity error at cutoff. 

2) Flat earth. 

3) Boost distance covered is considered negligible. 

4) No other error sources. 

5) Gravity constant. 

6) A mil is equal to one part in a thousand. 

2. Definitions 

V = 

AV = 

V = 
y 

V = 
X 

S 

AS = 

0 

T = 

AT = 

Desired cutoff velocity 

Velocity error1 

Vertical velocity component 

Horizontal velocity component 

Desired distance (range) 

Distance error1 

Firing angle 

Desired flight time 

Time error1 

'Error resulting from nonlinearity in acceleration measurement. 



ML = Nonlinearity percent error in acceleration 
measurement 

Gravity constant 

Desired; acceleration 

Acceleration error'1'1 

3» SisiirtfaB 1« Syatwn Ëntwr in Mil® he e Gívm Pniruei» IH®«liii«*»rl»y 
Acosltraiton MMiMÉMmt 

V = V sin 0 
y 

V = V cos 0 
3£ 

„„ 2V sin 0 

S = TV 
X 

S = 2V2 sin 0 cos 0 

Equation (5) represents the range distance without any error®. 

S + AS - 4r (V + AY)2 sin 0 cos 0 
G 

(6) 

% change in S s “S (iQO) AS 
S 

(100) 

% change in S ~ 

[(V» + 2VAV + AY2) . Va] 2 sin B coa 0 (100) 
Q 

WBgl COS ë 
IB 

2Error resulting from nonlineaiity in acceleration measurement. 
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% change in S » 

Equation ¢7) can be approximated by neglectir 
ia very small. 

AS 2AV 
J! (100)' * “• 100 

(100) = ~~ 100 = NL (by definition); 

% range error = --- fl 00) * 2 (NL) 

Mils range error = --- (1000) = 20 (NL) 

Equation (11) states that a percent nonlinearity in acceleration 
measure results in a CPE error in mils approximately equal to 20 
times the percent nonlinearity. 

ilMI 



SOLUTION 

(uT -»■ ¿qB sin at + B sin at) - w __ ^ o01)01 
(/¡fi 

For an average deviation the cyclic parts are omitted and the 
above equation reduces as follows: 

JL,'.. = 0. 00001 
2ur 

Bz = 0. 00002 w2 

B = 0. 0045 w = 0. 45 percent w 
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requirement background. 

The Army has devised a practical, rapid, and low cost system of 
evaluating analog accelerometer linearity performance. 
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«ted DBC mi uro «hell ratgie« ttiroegh 

If th* «Mort ha« bOMpagS- to the ©Mice of Teolmteal 
Service», Dapartmeot of Çoemarca, for ml« to the public, 
cot» D ht in fact end enter the price, If known.- 

‘ ti. 8WPUSMÉMTARY IWTlMi U*o tor «4dU»«tet eaptome- 
tOlP^ AOlMb 

W, »OWaORWO ME^AKY AÇTÏVÏTY: «Mee til* nom» of 
th« dopartteenkal project ofllc» or lalioratorp apoiMMiinteg fipoy 
ieiill for> thi mUpaecb and Aivnitofuaent, Imclnda addroas. 
13, ABSTRACT: Enter an abatract giving « brief «inj (actual 

th« docinnent indicetteo of the report, -«ven though 
it «Khi appmnr eteewtiere In the body of the »«dmteut re¬ 
port, If additional bpace in requlrid, e contliwaUoa aheet 
oh««# he attached. 

: It io highly deaitable that the obatraot of claawified re- 
port« be unelaaaified. Each picaipopl» -of the abatract shall 
eiwit with M indication of the inl.itary aoewity claaalllcatieii 
®ÍP* «nformatten in the paragreph, lepreaentéd an CE8J, fS>, 
(Cf, or (U). 
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Th*i ® I» no limitation on tllwi- length of the abatract. ftom- 
evi»r, the «uggeetod length i» from ISO to 235 «torda. 

M, KEY WORDS: Key word» »re technically meonlngfut lennti ! 
or «how vhMMMM that characi erbte a »port and may bo uaad en- Î 
imto« entitles for cataloging the report. Key MmM must be 
«eiocted oo that no aecurity claiailfjcatlom I« required. Ii#en- 
ftetm, a «ch «a equipment model designation, trade 0.11100, tnlll- 
sary project cwle mame, geographic location, may ba u«ed am 
key «torda hut will be follouied toy m indication of tachaieal 
• entrât. The eoirignment of link», rule«, and weight» in 
ctloial. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
“SecutHy ciäSÄräsrär 
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